
 
Our students as winners of the BOSS – Business Olympics for Secondary 
Schools competition. 
 
Ari Aleman Török, Zalán Léber and Andrej Botond Rácz won 9th place in the BOSS – Business Olympics 
for Secondary Schools competition. They were competing for the titles of the best virtual managers with 
as many as 94 teams from the entire world.  
 
On 08.11.2021 BOSS - Business Olympics for Secondary Schools competition began. 95 teams from 46 
countries competed against each other for the titles of the best managers titles. 
Thanks to Revas Business Simulation Games, the participants were managing their own virtual travel 
agencies for 7 virtual months. During this time, they played 7 rounds, making realistic business decisions 
and testing various strategies for introducing services to the market. Virtual managers were competing in 
11 virtual markets adjusted to the time zones of their schools. The competition in every market was very 
fierce, and the level of some decisions surprised even the organizers of the competition.  
We should be proud because students from our school: Ari, Zalán and Andrej under the supervision of 
their teacher, Ms Dhanya Seshan, finished the competition on the 9th place! 
 

BOSS competition – what is it?  
Business Olympics for Secondary Schools is an international business competition for secondary schools 
organized by Revas. Participants in teams of 3 play the roles of virtual managers and compete for 
customers in virtual markets. 
The main aim of the competition was to form appropriate business attitudes in secondary school students 
from around the world. - says Wojciech Pitura, the CEO of Revas. 
 

Business Simulation Games 
When using simulations from Revas, students run virtual companies. Business Simulation Games are 
educational tools, thanks to which the students are able to make real business decisions in a safe, virtual 
environment. 
During the competition, the main task of the participants was to manage a virtual company in such a way 
that would help them achieve the highest possible result. Students were facing real managerial challenges 
like, for example, reacting to decisions of the competition and adapting their own offer to changing market 
conditions. 
„Business Simulation Games reflect the competitive market that is constantly changing. In comparison to 
traditional learning, which is based on theoretical textbooks, trying their hands at simulations enables 
students or managers to learn and gain experience by making realistic business decisions. Thanks to 
participation in the competition, students were able to manage their virtual companies as a result of which 
they improved their skills in real life” – explains Elżbieta Szczepaniak, Managing Partner at Revas. 
 

Summary 
Congratulations to our students for taking part in the competition! We are very proud of the fact that our 
school provides them with a space for development and gaining international experience. We are looking 
forward to the next edition of the competition! 

https://www.revas.online/en/boss_2nd/?utm_source=finalisci&utm_medium=www&utm_id=boss
https://www.revas.online/en?utm_source=finalisci&utm_medium=www&utm_id=boss

